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Into a New World:

Challenges, Cultural Differences, 

and Acculturation,

How Can We Succeed ? 



Asian, Chinese Student 

Enrollment  

• Bryn Mawr College Freshman Enrollment 

(Fall 2011): 42 out of a total of 61 Asian 

international students are from China

• University of Pennsylvania: 
– 13% International students, about half of them are from Asia, 

the largest group is from China.

– 25% students identified themselves as Asian or Asian 

American.



Major Challenges 
• Culture/Value system /Communication 

& language/Social norms toward 
authority 

• Academic environment/Competition 

• Social/Life Style/Relationships

• Identity

• Future concerns/Immigration/Finances 



Major Challenges (to the College)

• How can we work more effectively with Asian 
students and enhance support for them? 

• How can we recognize signs of distress? 

• How can we talk to them about mental health in a 
culturally sensitive way? 

• How should we reach out to parents and guardians?

• How should we address to the frequent self-
segregation of our Chinese students (at Bryn Mawr)?

• What campus services, resources and programs are 
especially helpful for these students? 



Objectives 

• Provide a general cross-cultural outlook in 

order to improve our understanding of 

students from Far East Asia and China.

• Share working experiences and practices from 

CAPS of the University of Pennsylvania.



From the East to the West

-Cultural Differences



“From China to the U.S.: 

Student Juggles Two Worlds”

Hidden World of Girls (the Kitchen Sisters): “From China To The U.S.: Student Juggles Two Worlds” 
by Mandy Lu (report), All Things Considered (NPR), August 16, 2011



Brief Cultural Review-

Eastern Confucianism
• Confucianism (Confucius, 551–478 BC)

• Themes in Confucian thought:

– Humanity

– Ritual 礼 -builds hierarchical relationships

– Loyalty 忠

– Filial Piety 孝 -5 bonds 五倫 ”Ruler to Ruled; Father to Son; 

Husband to Wife; Elder Brother to Younger Brother; Friend to Friend”

– Relationships*  -are central to Confucianism, particular duties

arise from one's specific situation in relation to others

– The gentleman 君子

– Rectification of names 正名

• Society (group/family) Harmony >> Individual 

Preference/Happiness



Teacher/Teaching Style in China

• The teacher holds a high position in Confucian traditions. 

Students are expected to obediently follow their teachers and 

not question or challenge their authority or knowledge.

• Teaching style: “一人言”- Teacher talking, students listening.

• Teaching style: “引经据典” - memorizing, recitation and 

repetition. 

• Students are expected to honor and respect their teachers 

(parents and elders).

• The learning environment is extremely competitive and 

demanding and ultra-competitive college entrance 

examination.



Expression 

• Verbal and Non-verbal

• Chinese value indirect, deferential 
expression

• Stoicism- culturally valued



Cultural Norms among Asian-Americans

• Emotional expression: “subdued”, “inhibited” or reserved

- How to evaluate their emotion? 

• Emphasizing the virtue of silence, equanimity and modesty

– How to participate in debates in the classroom? -Penn workshops for 

international students in U.S. classroom.

• The concept of self and the nature of social relationships

– Individualism vs Collectivism 

• Emphasis on family unity/Harmony 

– Respect the elder 

– Traditional Chinese family 

• Interdependence in the Asian family

– Intense attachment and obligation

• Highly value academic excellence  



The West



Classical Western (Greek) 

Philosophers and Teaching
• Socrates (5th century BCE, within a generation of Confucius)

– The Socratic method (Socratic debate):A form of inquiry and 
debate between individuals with opposing viewpoints based 
on asking and answering questions to stimulate critical 
thinking and to illuminate ideas.

– The Socratic method is widely used in contemporary 
university teaching,  and in most law schools in the United 
States. 

– Socratic questioning has been adapted for psychotherapy, 
most prominently in Classical Adlerian Psychotherapy, 
Cognitive Therapy and Reality Therapy. 

Classical method of teaching that was 
designed to create autonomous thinkers.



Classical Western (Greek) 

Philosophers and Impact on 

the Approach to Learning 

• Aristotle: Empiricism and Causality… Aquinas

• Renaissance- rediscover the past and ancient wisdom

• Enlightenment and Bacon- move beyond the past

• Modern western thought- free inquiry vs hierarchy



Raphael's School of Athens, depicting an array of western 

philosophers engaged in discussion



From An American Student's View



American vs. Chinese students: different academics, 

different culture, same goal

by Nicole Simpson, Breck School Senior

www.chinainsight.info/education/11-breck July 2011

• Firstly, Chinese students have a dissimilar curriculum and a slightly different 
learning environment compared to American students

– Class size/class schedule/curriculum/learning environment/competition/ 
after school activities 

• …Although the Chinese class was larger, it didn't seem to take anything away from 
the learning atmosphere because the students were quiet, respectful and very 
focused Even at the country elementary school in the farming community that we 
visited... 

• In China, individuals often avoid direct confrontation, open criticism, and 
controversial topics because they are concerned about maintaining harmony 
among the people. In contrast, Americans are often willing to confront directly, 
criticize, discuss controversial topics, and press personal opinions about what they 
consider "the truth.”

http://www.chinainsight.info/education/11-breck


www.china-mike.com/facts-about-china/facts-chinese-

education



Recent Social and Education System 

Changes -The post-80s China
• Recent Chinese History Review:

– Beginning 20th century

– Japanese invasion  and World War II

– From Chinese Civil War to the Communist assuming power on 
mainland China in 1949

– Continuous political turmoil up to the destructive 10-year long 
“Cultural Revolution”-an attempt to destroy China’s 
education/cultural and value systems- “restart history”.  

– Post-cultural revolution education in China: 1976, 1977 & 1978

• Social Economic & Education System Changes in China after 1980.

• One-child policy in China was introduced in 1978 and initially applied to 
first-born children in the year of 1979

• Characteristics of post-80s Chinese - current college/graduate students

– Self-centered? Only child -spoiled or burdened?  Family expectation  

vs. individual preference, female vs male social status and education



Changes in China

Values- Collectivism vs. Individualism

• The Mission of High School: 

– 人大附中60周年校庆:”尊重个性，挖掘潜力，一切为

了学生的发展，一切为了祖国的腾飞，一切为了人类

的进步”的办学理念

– Respect (student’s) individuality and discover 

(student’s full) potential, all for the development 

of the student, for the advancement of the  country, 

for the progression of human-kind.  



Summary 1 

Cultural Differences and 

Challenges  
• Culture/Value system /Communication 

& Language/Social norm toward 
authority 

• Academic environment/Competition 

• Social/Life Style/Relationships

• Identity

• Future concerns/Immigration/Finances 



挑战 Challenges

-Into New World, From the East to the 

West 



挑战 Challenges

• How can we work more effectively with Asian students and 

enhance support for them? How can we recognize signs of 

distress? 

• How can we talk to them about mental health in a 

culturally sensitive way? 

• How should we reach out to parents and guardians?

• How should we address the frequent self-segregation of 

our Chinese students?

• What campus services, resources and programs are 

especially helpful for these students?



Tell Tale Signals 

• Academic problems like deterioration in quality of work, missed 

assignments, repeated absences from class

• Loss of motivation and concentration

• Detaching or withdrawing from friends and family

• Fatigue, poor appetite, or other gastrointestinal symptoms  

• Sleeping too much or too little

• Unexplained mood swings

• Persistent anxiety, self doubt, feelings of panic and nervousness

• Sometimes Asian and Chinese are more likely to present with 

physical symptoms. This is because many psychological 

problems like depression often have physiological components. 

Also, physiological problems are often culturally more 

acceptable in Asian cultures



University of Penna CAPS Outreach

-to facilitate students’ acculturation

• Adjustment workshop for international students and 
WLRC (Weingarten Learning Resource Center)

• CAPS procedure for international students

• Career Concerns for international students

• Cultural Outreach and diversity Training

• Mentoring for the international students

• International students support group (informal, but 
must have a group leader/themes) -helps students to 
break down self-segregation

• International students affairs office (enhance 
awareness of culture and mental health)



Penn Learning Center

• Getting to Know the US- classroom workshop 
for international students

• Academic integrity serial workshops

• A+ academic workshops for international 
Students -semester-long, 1-2 times per week

– Writing skills

– Public speaking skills 

– Reading and critical thinking

– Time management 

• Learning center paired with CAPS, lead by Chia-Ying 
Pan, MEd and Meeta Kumar, PhD, Psychologist, 
associate director of CAPS  



Engaging students

CAPS

QuickTime™ and a
H.264 decompressor

are needed to see this picture.

A short film developed at the request of student leaders and with their help



Related Mental Health Issues 

Among  APIA 



Mental Health Issues 

in Asian-American

• Diversity in population

• Immigration history and who the parents are is very 

important

• Cultural values of ‘stoicism’, good ‘public face’

• Model minority myth

• Barriers to seeking help

• Shame/stigma

• Feeling weak

• Dichotomous understanding of mental illness

• Delay too long to seek help => crisis



Model Minority Myth: 

• This is the stereotype that all APIAs are hard working, smart 

and successful (model minorities)

• Doesn’t take into account diversity within communities

• Doesn’t take into account the serious problems that 

communities/individuals/families face

• APIA families often put lot of pressure on children to be 

high achieving as a result

• Prevents individuals/families from seeking help because of 

internalized sense that they shouldn’t have any problems

• Prevents others (faculty/advisors/friends) from noticing 

signs of distress/trouble because they believe the stereotype 

that APIAs don’t have any problems



Asian American 

Penn Students
• Straddling two cultures

• Family conflicts

• Pressure regarding academic success 

and achievement

• Internalized expectations 

• Academic success gets equated with 

well being

• Wait too long to seek help



Questions?


